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From the UAERF office
As we move into our new season it seems fitting to start

We look forward to more opportunities to work alongside Ben

with welcoming Apollo Perelini to our team as Head

and Ghaith (Jalajel of Asia Rugby West) to introduce the

Coach and Performance Manager. Apollo has been an

game across the region.

outstanding supporter of UAE Rugby for many, many
years and we are delighted to have him on board.

With our domestic season underway we wish all teams the
best with their 2016/2017 season ambitions, we are excited

Congratulations to our elite Men’s XV’s team who

with the talent and competitiveness that this season brings

secured the Asia Rugby Championship Division 2 win.

which will offer us quality games to enjoy. We would like to

We are confident their continued hard work will reap

remind everyone that official and final scores from each round

dividends as we look toward our 2017 ARC campaign.

will be posted by the Federation on facebook and twitter after

We were delighted with the progress of our U20 team,

the close of each weekend.

and a very special moment when our first-ever U18’s took

We would like to take the opportunity to recognize and thank

the field in their first ever, mostly Emirati, appearance.

those teams who competed in our inaugural Community

UAE Rugby’s Referees held their annual pre-season
workshop early September in preparation of a demanding
season of local, regional and international governance.

League for their support and encouragement of our all-Emirati
Shaheen XV’s team – you all helped them grow, helped them
see the values of our game, and helped them believe in the
power of a win and the camaraderie that comes with that win.

As most of you are aware, Ben van Rooyen has been

Play well, play fair and most importantly, play for the

seconded to work with Asia Rugby to take World Rugby’s

enjoyment.

Get into Rugby (GiR) programme into more Asian
countries. We were honoured to take the programme into
Palestine. A truly rewarding, and encouraging visit where
many youngsters actively participated in the programme.

UAE National Teams

Our National teams experienced a mixed bag of results, and experiences, over the Summer where our Men’s Senior
XV’s, Boy’s U20 and our newly formed Boy’s U18 competed in various Asia Rugby series.
We are exceptionally proud of our elite Men’s XV’s side, through their resolve, hard work and commitment they were
rewarded with the Asia Rugby Championship Division 2 title and promotion to Division 1 for 2017. No doubt there will
be a number of players who will be watching to see if Head Coach & Performance Manager Apollo Perelini is on the
side lines at UAE Rugby’s Premiership games throughout the season.
The U20’s traveled first to Malaysia then Hong Kong for the 2-legs of ARFU’s U20 Sevens Series (2016). The UAE
finished the first-leg in seventh place, wrapping up their campaign after Hong Kong’s 2nd leg in fifth, claiming the Plate.
This is the best finish the UAE U20’s has experienced and, one that Perelini and his team believe can be bettered in
the years to come.
A new opportunity arose which UAE Rugby where delighted to take on. For the first time, an U18’s team was fielded in
the recent Asia Rugby U18’s series played in Taiwan. This was a massive step for this group of boys for two reasons;
the tournament was an international match and not a development series, and the split of 8/4 was weighted toward
Emirati players who have progressed through the PPP from across the UAE; Dibba – Fujairah – Al Ain – Dubai Sharjah. While the scoreboard was not flattering the boys learned valuable lessons, and walked away with a newfound passion for the game, it’s principles and what is needed to develop and nurture a win attitude.

UAE Rugby Referees

UAERR held their pre-season Inaba at The Sevens Complex over
the weekend of September 2

nd

rd

and 3 .

Our sessions started with 22 people doing the yo-yo fitness test,
in what can only be described as extreme heat and humidity and
a ‘watering’ lead in to the next few weeks 2016/2017 season’s
fixtures!
Technical aspects of the game were explored through briefings
on structure and progression, scrum management for safety, to
an interesting session on new laws.
The sessions continued their in-depth and integral content with a
focus on the way the game in the UAE is
played/structured/coached and watched, understanding of the
indicators and management of foul play and obstruction, followed
by the lead given by Geoff Warren (RFU) and Ian Woodgate
(RFU) in the deterioration of the values of the game in the UK
(which do mirror our own experiences). A solid, productive debate
on concussion management led by Richard Turner, and an
intriguing session by phycologist Greg Dean on the human
factors of decision making. Charles Cuthbert then guided the
group through the ‘Reporting Foul Play Process’ and how these
need to be effectively and efficiently documented.
The workshop concluded with discussing the development of our
2016/2017 refereeing norms for consistency and, for the first
time, our refereeing values.
A very successful and informative weekend which seemed to flow
to a natural conclusion.

UAE Rugby Player Pathway Programme
An exciting and productive summer for the growing PPP team. We welcomed 2 new RDOs in Amira Ben Fkih Ali and
Flavio Santos.
Amira will be extremely busy as her main focus within our PPP will be to increase the number of Emiratis Girls playing
rugby at Dubai schools. Organise inter-schools festivals and participate in Dubai Sport Council festivals. Continue to
grow and coach the U18 Emiratis Girls (who will join the Arabian Nights and be involved in UAERF league). Coach the
UAE U18 girls National side and (which is very exciting…..) prepare them for the first U18 Asia tournament which will
be hosted in the UAE from the 1st to 3th of December!
Interesting Amira Facts;
World Rugby Coach Level 2 - 2014
PE Teacher 2013
Tunisia Women Regional Development Manager in Sousse. 2012- June 2016
JEMMEL Women’s Head Coach Seven-a-side 2014 – June 2016.
Flavio will be responsible for increasing the number of Emiratis boys playing at UAE’s schools. Organising interschools festivals in Dubai and Abu Dhabi. Recruiting and developing the U19 Emiratis boys in preparation for the
Dubai Rugby Youth Center (including involvement if the UAERF league). Manage and coach two schools, in Dubai
and Abu Dhabi, in preparation for their participation in the 2016 Dubai Rugby Sevens National Schools category.
Flavio will take on the role of RDO - Dubai 3 days & 2 days in Abu Dhabi.
Interesting Flavio Facts;
World Rugby Coach Level 3 - 2014
Recognised World Rugby Trainer
National Development Manager Brazil Rugby Confederation (June 2010 to April 2015)
Brazil Women’s Head Coach 2004 – 2010 “6 South American Titles”
SPAC Coaching Development Officer 2002 - 2004
Brazil Men’s Head Coach Seven-a-side 1999 - 2003
Senior National player from 1993 – 1999

With schools now back and in full swing we enter a
very busy period for PPP and are thrilled to have
both Amira and Flavio on board.

Sponsors’ Update
It must be rugby time again! The kids are back at school, the roads are busy and the humidity has spiked. September
has come around quickly and the season is now in full swing.
With our team now focused on the delivery and activation for all our sponsors, we are spending time planning and
creating a base line of activity for the season that can showcase our sponsors and give them as much support for their
business as possible to meet their objectives.
UAE Rugby is delighted to welcome TRY as UAE Rugby’s new Official Kit Supplier. TRY will provide training and
playing kit for all our National and Development teams, as well as for UAE Rugby’s referees.
As you can see from the activity in the newsletter, all our sponsors have been active over the past summer season and
into the start of the formalities for the start of the season in September.
December rolls around very quickly and before we realise it the Emirates Airline Dubai Rugby 7’s will be upon us.
Last year we implemented a ‘Pride in the Jersey’ campaign which flowed across all our teams competing at the
tournament, and was a successful start to UAE Rugby creating a central message to drive awareness and
support. This year we plan to make the campaign bigger and better and are now in the final stages of agreeing on all
major components. Once this has been done, we will communicate to all our partners/sponsors so that our campaign
can be integrated into some promotional activity they have planned for the event to connect brands and also to drive
awareness of the relationship and promote the game of rugby.
Enjoy the start of the season. Over the next 2 months we will be in consistent contact with all our stakeholders to plan
for the 2016 calendar and also into 2017 to share some new initiatives which will have a very positive impact on the
game and growth of rugby.
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